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A CLASS OF EXACT SOLUTIONS IN THE PROBLEM OF ASYMMETRIC GRAVITATIONAL
COMPRESSION OF A BODY*
A.N.

GOLUBIATNIKOV

and L.M. TRUSKINOVSKII

A class
of exact solutions is constructed
within the confines of Newtonianmechanics
for equations of motion of a gravitating
gas (dust) at zero pressure.
The
class
comprises five arbitrary functions of a single Lagrangian variable and defines the
dynamics of a three-dimensional
asymmetric body.
Corresponding
solutions were obtained earlier in the general theory of relativity
and
investigated
in terms of the accompanying
synchronous
metric /1,2/.
But in Newtonian mechanics it is necessary to determine, besides the accompanying
metric, also the law of motion.
It is, however, possible, without resorting to formal assumptions
about
the
metric
tensor
structure,
to formulate directly natural physical conditions
that define the form of the law
of motion, which yield an equivalent metric.
Moreover, the Newtonian gravity potential
is
obtained in its final form.
An important property of this class of solutions is that in the case of spherical
sYmmetry of the body boundary the external gravitation
field is spherically
symmetric, although
inside the body motion of dust may take place, which as a whole may not have group symmetries.
Note that in electrostatic
approximation
with constant ratio of the density of charge to that
conof mass, the described class of solutions, with a suitable change of the gravitational
stant, defines the dynamics of a charged body of dust.
1.
Let us consider
motion of the medium

in the Cartesian

inertial

system

of coordinates

(x1,x2,s3)the law

x1 = 7 sirI
0 cosq + zO*
zz =- r sill
0 sin'p+ zO*, z3 1 r cos@ + z$

of
(1.1)

r with
where functions r,zoi(i= 1.2,s) depend only on ~rl,
t (?)Iis the mass of a sphere of radius
This law corresponds
8, cp are Lagrangian variables).
its center at point
sgi,t is the time, ,)l,
to the decomposition
of the motion of particles of medium that lie on this sphere
I>)
= c:onstin
spherically
symmetric and translational.
The equations of motion of dust in their proper gravitational
field are of the form
z..if hO,im= 0, @,",= 4np, Ap -~~x; A : det(x',?,)

(1.2)

F, and the
where k is the gravitational
constant, x is a function of Lagrangian
Variables
t, respectively.
and dot denote partial derivatives
with respect to xi and
comma
kP> and
Let us consider the corollary of Eqs.(1.2) that do not contain the gravitational
potential (D
I'i

AZ"',,EP,i
f 4nkx = 0,
Using

the law of motion
r=;'+

where

the prime

denotes

of the medium
km

=

0,

zo”

a derivative

=

with

7[pJi,p]-= %4 (5,

of form

a (Ill) 7,

.roc

respect

lf3hm
p -:- 4nrr(r'+ hr)
h = a sin0 cos'p+

(1.3)

(1.1) and solving
= b (III) r,

To” =

to 'JLwith

c (m)

Bqs.(l.3),

we obtain
(1.4)

r

O,Q -= 0 and density
(1.5)

b sin 63sill ‘p +

c cm

0

The first of Eqs.(1.4) corresponds
to radial motion of the medium in the gravitational
(see, e.g. /3/) contains two arbitrary functions
field of a particle of mass
rn. The solution
The presence of three arbitrary functions
a, b,c generally
of m related to the input data.
Axial symmetry corresponds
to the case of a= b= 0.
disturbs the medium motion symmetry.
2.

The solution

in /1,2/

related

to potential

the form
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motion,

and the space metric

was

sought

in

Solutions

in the problem

d.i’ = gp#‘d~q

where A,
Eqs.(1.3)

B

=

of compression

A%m=

+

BLdtdt

(2.1)

are
functions of t,m and of the Lagrangian
complex
can be represented
in terms of gp, in the form

(e$)'+ epaepq+ 4nkp = 0,

723

of a body

variable

When

5.

opq= 0,

(2.2)

epq= ‘i&‘P,, V[pcq]s= 0

disregarding
the compatibility
conditions
SkqS= 0 and
contains a combination
of one-dimensional
motion of dust
motion with uniform transformation,
we obtain

Solving Eqs.(2.2) together with
the degenerate
case of B’=O,
which
with plane waves and of axisymmetric

B = r (fr;f
+ gc + rf + h)-1, A :

t+”

rB’B-‘,

+

(2.3)

km == 0

where 1, g, h are functions of??rconnected by the relation
Note that equations of adiabatic motion of a gravitating
perfect gas, in particular
that
of dust, generally admit solutions associated with the decomposition
of gas motion into
an
arbitrary plane or one-dimensional
motion with plane waves and another with transverse deformation.
In the case of axial symmetry the method, dependent on the solution of parallel transthe law of motion of dust in metric (2.3) yieldsultiport equations Vfl*,,= 0, of constructing
Using the law of motion of form (l.l), (1.4) it is generally
mately the law of motion
(1.1).
possible to indicate a transform that will reduce the metric in variables
nl,O,cp to the form
of (2.1) and be related to the linear-fractional
transform of the complex plane that corresponds to the stereographic
projection
of the sphere
m=eonst:
fh -

eivctge,2~~,

f = l/2 G + YV,,
Axial

symmetry

ib =

corresponds

;‘p - p;

yp’-d6=ijj_2g,

a~_yyp_l,

LI +

gg m= V4

$7 =

2 (CL’S -

fi’a),

‘1, (CZB
+ y8),
c =

with

b=u=O

2 (at?

-

h =
by’)

‘1, (@

+

_ gy _

(2.4)

y’*

I%)

a,fj,r,6 representing

complex

functions

of m.

3.
The obtained class of solutions of the equations of motion of dust, which contains
can be used in the case of special input
five arbitrary functions of one Lagrangian variable,
Owing to the absence of stresdata for defining motions of an isolated body of finite mass.
always possible to "cut out" a suitable bodywhosepoints
ses in the body, it is theoretically
The Newtonian gravitational
potential
is determinedusing
conform to the law of motion (1.1).
the smooth solution of the Poisson-Laplace
equations with suitable asymptotics
at infinity.
of
dust
As an example we shall consider problem of graviational
compression
of a body
the
We fix the origin of the system of coordinates
21 at
with spherical boundary
m = M.
body center of mass.
This condition uniquely determines
the three arbitrary functions of t
contained in x0( (1.4). Then the law of motion assumes the form
M

d

= r sin

Cl co.3

‘p

-

i ardll,

z2 =

rsin0 sinrp-

m

AI

s br+,
m

z".=rcose=

c CTdp
;;,

(3.1)

with

the outer sphere center at the center of the body mass, i.e. zo*(jCI,T)-0.
Taking this into account it is possible, using the equations of motion (1.2) or directly
the formula for the volume gravitational
potential
related to density distribution,
to determine potential
@.
Omitting the arbitrary time function inside the body, we obtain

(3.2)
which, as a function of xi can be smoothly
determination
of the spherically
symmetric

continued in the void and be used
external potential cp= --MiIrl.

for the unique
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